
From: Spencer & Janice
To: Wall, Bruce
Subject: FAT TOPS LLC LICENSE APPLICATION
Date: Tuesday, April 04, 2017 6:40:12 AM

I do not live within the 300 ft radius of the subject property (parcel number 063-104-06),
however
I would like to issue my opposition to approving this license. The property is within 300
feet of a school bus drop for children who would have to walk right by the facility daily on
their way to
and from their homes. Traffic in and out of this facility could be dangerous for them.

Spencer Archibald
36136 Dayspring Street





Thursday, April 13, 2017 

Attention Borough Planning Department: 

I am writing regarding the Fat Tops, LLC for retail marijuana store license application. The location is 
36380 Murray Lane. I have lived in this neighborhood for almost 30 years.  

I strongly urge the Planning Commission to decline this application for safety reasons. This business 
should not be approved at this location. There are multiple reasons that this location would be an 
unwise choice. Traffic and safety are the most pressing of these concerns.  

Approaching from the North – sitting duck 

This intersection, turning off the highway, is very dangerous. I have had several instances where I have 
narrowly avoided being plowed into from behind, waiting on the highway to turn into Murray Lane. 
Approaching from the Sterling side of this intersection, there is a rise in the highway. I have experienced 
oncoming traffic, not paying close enough attention to cars stopped, waiting for opposing traffic to clear 
and turn off the highway onto Murray Lane. I have narrowly missed being hit by single cars approaching 
from behind. Even worse, strings of cars approaching, with the first car whipping around last second, has 
also caused several near misses.  I would be curious to know how many accidents have already occurred 
at this intersection? 

My concern is that turning off the highway at that intersection requires diligent attention to traffic 
patterns; whether or not to drive an extra block or two, turn around and approach from the other 
direction. I already fear for my family and friends, turning from that section of highway. Adding 
significant traffic to this intersection, and more traffic congestion and waiting time, will cause some very 
serious accidents. 

Young school kids navigating traffic at this intersection 

There is a school bus stop at this intersection. Should young kids (often not aware of their surroundings) 
be subject to the added maze of traffic that a marijuana shop will bring?  

There is also a cluster box/ mailbox directly across from this business as well.  

Assisted Living 

There is an assisted living very close to this location. There are elderly folks with disabilities that often 
walk these roads. I believe this added traffic will negatively affect their ability to get out and walk in a 
safe manner. 

This has been a quiet neighborhood, thru the years. I do not think this intersection is properly designed 
for the extra traffic congestion that such a business will bring. I fear that entering and exiting the 
highway at this location will become an extreme danger. Please keep this area safe and decline the 
license for this Retail Marijuana Store. 

Thank you, 

 
Rick Birch 
rick82@acsalaka.net 
394-1763 







From: rtg@alaska.net
To: Wall, Bruce
Subject: 36380 Murray Lane Soldotna ,Retail Marijuana store
Date: Friday, April 21, 2017 4:49:41 PM

 T his is a comment concerning the request for a Marihuana retail store on Murray
Lane,Soldotna . As a member of the Apostolic assembly of Jesus Christus since 1979
and have been  living on Penny Lane for almost ten years I have serious  concerns
 about increased traffic and property values . Along with the church down Murry lane
there is an assisted living home,many children and adults who walk in the area.Along
with this there are school children being picked up at both Murray Lane  and Penny
Lane.Please know that my wife and I do not want this at this location.Thank you for
your consideration . Mr. and Mrs. Ward  Grilley . 



Fat Tops LLC Objections 

To: Kenai Peninsula Borough Planning Commission 

RE:  Retail License for FAT TOPS LLC 

Attention:  Bruce Wall, AICP 

I am Sherry Mettler.  I have lived in this neighborhood since 1983 when I purchased and built my house 
where I presently live.   

In the fear of sounding redundant with my objection to the FAT TOPS LLC on the corner of the Seward 
Highway and Murray lane, I would like to draw your attention to a couple of videos shot from both the 
approach from the Sterling highway to this location as well as from the Murray Lane approach.  Both 
directions present, I believe, a danger and safety issue.  (These are attachments to the email.) 

Furthermore, I will again list some of my other objections to this location for a high trafficked retail 
business.  (I don’t appreciate the cultivation portion due to the ground water issues that seem to be 
plaguing other states that have allowed such practices in their state – (please see some info included). 

1. Even though not zoned, this is a residential neighborhood.  
2. There is a church just a few feet down the road from this location.  
3. There is a Sunday School where children gather. 
4. There are a number of children in the neighborhood who are found playing at various times 

throughout the day and evening. 
5. There is a US Postal cluster box within a few feet from the proposed site.  
6. Murray Lane is a school bus stop. 
7. Parents wait for their children sitting on Murray Lane.  
8. Children wait for the buses standing ad playing on Murray Lane.  
9. The entrance to Murray Lane has an eight-foot hill rise that leaves entrance and exit in a blind 

spot. (note video) 
10. The site does not indicate a clear route for entrance nor exit which would allow vehicles to turn 

safely. (A black truck came out of their drive way on 4/18/2017 and didn’t even see me as I 
approached from the Murray Lane exit heading for the Sterling Highway).  

11. The congestion NOW onto the Sterling Highway is almost unbearable without any business 
traffic – with such traffic onto the Sterling Highway and off of the Sterling Highway, it would be 
without a doubt, a constant dangerous bottleneck.  

12. I would suggest another access road to the entrance to this business if the business is 
allowed to go forward.   

 
My hope is that before someone is injured at this location, there be consideration of not passing this on 
with no objections or at least addressing the access road to FAT TOPS LLC,  that could and would be 
reviewed and changed to another location.  
 
Thank you for your time in hearing from those deeply concerned about this entire operation.  
 
Respectfully,  
 
Sherry Mettler  
(907) 242-5282  



From: SM Mettler
To: Wall, Bruce
Subject: FAT TOPS LLC
Date: Friday, April 21, 2017 10:49:40 AM
Attachments: Fat Tops LLC Objections.docx

Other State Water Issues 001.tif

Hello Bruce:
First I want to thank you for getting the meeting moved to April 24th so it is local. I am attaching about 2
attachments to this email. One is my letter and the other is information regarding water issues experienced by
other states who allowed cultivation etc of marijuana. I know the cultivation is not an issue at this meeting. Also,
I am forwarding a couple of videos I shot from Murray Lane and from the Sterling Highway as I can't seem to get
them to attach to this email.
Thank you.
Respectfully,
Sherry Mettler















From: Linda Nichols
To: Wall, Bruce
Subject: Fat Tops, LLC , location 36380 Murray Lane
Date: Sunday, April 23, 2017 4:19:38 PM

Borough Planning Department and Whom it may concern:

Concerning the issuing of license to Fat Tops, LLC for a retail marijuana store on Murray Lane.

We are against a business opening on Murray Lane because of the following reasons:

It would really change our quality of life, I walk my dog to the mailbox.  This is a residential
neighborhood.  You have a school bus dropping off children right at the entrance to Murray Lane, a
church with activities  a few feet down the lane with children playing.

My husband and I  have lived on Murray Lane for nearly 10 years.  This is a neighborhood with a dead
end.  It has been a great place for the elderly and children to walk without  a lot of traffic.  Our mailboxes
are across from the entrance to the property of this establishment.  Increase in traffic would create a
hazard to us all.

You have a school bus dropping off children right at the entrance to Murray Lane, a church with
activities  a few feet down the lane with children playing.

This entrance from the highway onto Murray Lane is a dangerous spot without more traffic. This
entrance from the highway onto Murray Lane is a dangerous spot without more traffic.

Sincerely,

Pete and Linda Nichols
Murray Lane



                                                                                                                              April, 7, 2017 
 
I am writing this letter concerning the application for a retail marijuana license by Fat 
Tops, LLC.  
My name is Tracey Ratliff, I am writing this letter on behalf of myself and my husband 
Terry Ratliff. We live at 36387 Penny Lane and own the adjoining property to 36380 
Murray Lane (the former Zimco Construction building). We have lived at this location 
for 30 years and have enjoyed the quiet, family oriented neighborhood it has always 
been. We are deeply disturbed by the fact that Fat Tops, LLC was granted a license for a 
cultivation operation and is now seeking approval of a license for a retail store next to 
our home and in our residential neighborhood. Not only do we feel this will greatly 
affect the value of our property but will drastically change the neighborhood we love 
and have been a part of these many years. This is as I said before a residential 
neighborhood with families and children. A large number of the residents have lived 
here for 30 to 40 years, we also have many new families with young children. These 
children and grandchildren play and ride their bikes up and down the streets as they 
should be able to do, and as many of us did growing up. I feel, and I know that their 
parents and grandparents feel that they have a right to be safe doing so. Also, a great 
number of these children are picked up and dropped off by the school bus not more 
than 10 feet from the proposed entrance to this business. Almost directly across from 
the entrance to this proposed business is a group of cluster mailboxes where people 
come and go all day picking up their mail. After having live here for 30 years I can also 
tell you that the traffic situation on the highway is very dangerous, especially in the 
summer months, particularly right at Murray Lane. I have seen many accidents there as 
well as had many near misses myself. 
 
I would also like to address the visual as well as safety aspect that this building next to 
my home and in my neighborhood presents. This is a large warehouse building that has 
boarded up almost all of its windows and doors. Has installed a surveillance system 
and many bright lights around the building that come on at night. I realize that these 
businesses deal in cash as well as having large quantities of marijuana on the premises 
so the potential for crime is high, otherwise they would not need to have all these 
security measures. As my husband works on the North Slope and is gone for extended 
periods of time, I have to tell you this makes me feel very uncomfortable and worried 
for what could happen right next to my home. I am also concerned about the hours of 
business these establishments are able to keep. When I think of having vehicles coming 
and going from 8am to 2am in the morning next to my home and in my neighborhood, I 
just feel very upset. 
 
 Our neighborhood is also home to a church and Sunday school as well as a senior 
assisted living home. I often see these Sunday school children on outings with their 
classes walking to visit the seniors in the assisted living home or helping to pick up 
trash along the roadway and highway. I realize this proposed business is within the 500 



foot regulations (only by about 150 ft.) but am reminded of the saying “all things are 
lawful but all things are not expedient”. I feel this is a prime example of this. I also was 
curious as I was looking into the ordinance code, under liquor licenses there is a sub 
section (e) that states as a reason for not granting a license to a liquor store. (The 
existence of the location of the premises is inconsistent with the surrounding property 
uses). I think that should apply to a retail marijuana establishment as well.  I realize the 
legalization of marijuana is fairly new to the state of Alaska but I am greatly concerned 
as we move forward with the licensing of these businesses. 
 
 We as a community look to the Planning Commission to use common sense and 
thoughtful consideration as to what we want our community to look like in the future, 
just because they may meet the standards set forth by the borough does not mean 
putting a retail marijuana store in a residential neighborhood makes sense. I, as well as 
many other people I have spoken to fear what our community will look like in several 
years if this is allowed to happen. 
 
I have to be honest and with no disrespect tell you that as I have spoken to many people 
not just in my immediate neighborhood but throughout the community the comment I 
have gotten many times is; The borough has no incentive to deny any of these 
businesses because it will be making money off of them. I do realize that with declining 
oil and gas revenues we do need to look to other ways fund our budget but hope we 
will not do it at a cost to our community. I continue to hold out hope that my elected 
government officials with ultimately do what is in the best interest of our community 
for the long term. 
 
I sincerely hope the planning commission will take all this into consideration when 
making their decision on this retail marijuana license. 
 
Regards, 
Terry & Tracey Ratliff 
 
 
 



From: david reaves
To: Wall, Bruce
Subject: Fat Tops Marijuana Growing application
Date: Tuesday, April 04, 2017 10:34:17 AM

Dear Chairman

I am writing to you in regards to an application submitted by a business named "Fat Tops LLC",
(Parcel 063-104-06, 36380 Murray Lane, Soldotna), which wants to establish a marijuana growing, and
possible retail business in the rural neighborhood where I reside. I have lived in this neighborhood for
over thirty years, and raised a family here as well. I am writing with deep concerns for the well being of
the community surrounding this proposed business. The Sterling community as a whole has seen a
dramatic rise in crime directly associated with drug abuse and the the criminal atmosphere it creates.
Homes are being burglarized, private property has been stolen or damaged by those seeking ways to
fund their addiction.In addition to this, homes are being used to manufacture and sell illegal and
dangerous drugs in neighborhoods where law abiding citizens and their children live. Even though this
business is seeking to sell a product the has been made legal to produce and sell, we have seen the
criminal downside to this industry in other states that have already made the sale of marijuana legal.
This proposed business would be situated next to residential homes. A private business sits directly
across the street from this operation. There is church, Sunday school, and an assisted living
establishment in the same neighborhood as this proposed business. On top of all that there is a school
bus stop right in front of this business. I acknowledge the fact that Alaskan residents voted to make the
sale and consumption of marijuana legal in our state, and that vote should be respected. But we have
an obligation to the Alaskan citizens that their safety and well being will be first and foremost as we
move forward in rolling out this new industry. There's also the increased risk of a criminal break in, or
other activities which will put those in the immediate area in danger. In summary I strongly oppose the
establishment of a business of this nature in this, or any residential community. Their are more suitable
areas for this type of business to be conducted where private homes and children are not present. I am
asking you with all sincerity to please take into consideration the concerns of the people who live in
this neighborhood and do not want this type of business operating in our area as you move forward in
consideration of this application, and please disapprove the application. Thank you for giving me the
chance to express my concerns.

Your
Truly; David Reaves

39340 Hallelujah Dr.

 Soldotna, Alaska 99669

 907-252-6971



 

 April 21, 2017 

Kenai Peninsula Planning Commission  

 

Fat Tops, LLC, located 36380 Murray Ln, Soldotna applying for Retail Marijuana Store 
license application 

 

A few facts about the area where Fat Tops, LLC wants to operate: 

1. School bus stop is located Sterling Hwy and Murray Ln, zero feet from Fat 
Tops, LLC, next school bus stop Penny Ln, 615 feet from Murray Ln or 350 
feet from Fat Tops. 
 
National Center for Safe Routes to School 
This guide focuses on the prevention of traffic-related injuries, however, 
students—like all community members— face other risks such as assault or 
other crimes. Many transportation policies address non-traffic issues—such 
as proximity to liquor stores, bars, adult entertainment, sex offenders, and 
other-crime related factors. See the Resources section for more  
information on these factors. 
 (from: Selecting School Bus Stop Locations: Prepared by the National Center 
for Safe Routes to School and the Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center, 
both part of the 
University of North Carolina Highway Safety Research Center, with funding 
from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration Safe Routes National 
Center for Safe Routes to School 
A Guide for School Transportation Professionals) 
 

2. House of Worship less than 650 as the crow flies * 
3. Sunday School less than 700ft 
4. Assisted Living Home less then 1250ft 
5. The drive way to Fat Tops, LLC is 2 car lengths away from the Sterling Hwy. 
6. Taxis go back and forth from the Assisted living home 7 day a week and  CES 

makes emergency calls. 
7. Church times, many cars going back a forth, residents who live on Murray Ln. 

and the many more on the side roads. 
8. Turning off or onto the highway is dangerous. 
9. Children waiting for or getting off the school bus will be in danger! 

We have lived on Murray Ln over 35 years. I have seen accidents happen on the Sterling 
highway and Murray Ln.  
The traffic in the summer time makes getting on the Sterling Hwy from Murray lane very 
dangerous. 

 



 

STERLING HIGHWAY SAFETY CORRIDOR 

SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS 
A crash study was performed as part of the Draft Traffic Analysis Report (Kinney 
Engineering, February 2015). Crash data was collected for an 11-year period from 2000 to 
2010, as well as fatal crashes from 2011-2012 showed 721 crashes from the Moose River 
Bridge in Sterling to the Kenai Spur Highway in Soldotna. The Sterling Highway from 
between Sterling and Soldotna was designated as a Traffic Safety Corridor in 2009 because 
of the higher crash rates and severity in the area. Three segments of the highway: Kenai 
Spur Highway to Devin Drive; Jim Dahler Road/Forest Lane to Boundary Street; and 
Robinson Loop Road/Tustumena Street to Murray Lane, all had significantly more crashes 
per million-vehicle-miles than the statewide average for similar facilities and were above the 
Upper Critical Limit (UCL) at the 95% confidence level. Additionally, Mackey Lake Road to 
Boundary Street had a crash rate above the statewide average but not above the UCL.    
From STERLING HIGHWAY SAFETY CORRIDOR STUDY PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING 
REPORT 
 

While the rate of rear end and right angle crashes are not considered over-represented 
based on statistical analysis, these two crash types represent nearly 44 percent of crashes 
studied. These crash types are spread more evenly throughout the year with somewhat 
higher summer prevalence: 55 percent in summer months (April through September) to 45 
percent in winter months (October through March). The higher number of right angle and 
rear end crashes in the summer months corresponds to higher traffic volumes experienced 
along the corridor in those months. Of the major and over-represented crash types, roadway 
segments where crashes per mile, total crashes, and crash percentage are highest include 
the following: 

• Robinson Loop Road to Murray Lane  
• Forest Lane/Jim Dahler Road intersection to Boundary Street 
• Boundary Street to Mackey Lake Road  
• Mackey Lake Road to Devin Drive 

 

For Safety reasons alone, Fat Tops, LLC should not receive the permit 

 

Federal Law 

The Planning Commission should put a hold on any marijuana operation’s on the Kenai 
Peninsula until we know more about Federal Enforcement of the marijuana law’s. There are 
many articles found about all sorts of loopholes that can give the DEA an excuse to come 
down on a grower. For instance, you are not legally allowed to grow or distribute anywhere 
within 1,000 feet of a school, or more specifically, anywhere where children may gather 
regularly. That could technically mean a church, a local park, a zoo, a movie theater or even 
neighbors' houses, if they have children. Now many places as a “Drug Free School Zone” 
includes the school bus and the school bus stop 



 

Summery:  

We are putting are children at risk of waiting for the school bus in the morning or when 
dropped off having to walk past this location. A school bus pulls away after dropping the 
children off as soon as they are on the side road putting the children in great danger of car’s 
turning off the highway onto Murray Lane, looking to their left to turn in to Fat Tops driveway 
and not seeing them walking on Murray Ln. Murray Lane has no shoulders to walk on so they 
walk on the road. The people who live in this area know that. 

All the dangers and hazards for children and residents in this area along with a church 
building and a Sunday school building being less then 1000ft away.  

 

If the Planning Commission has not would encourage you to looked at data from: 

STERLING HIGHWAY SAFETY CORRIDOR STUDY PRELIMINARY DECISION DOCUMENT 

http://www.dot.alaska.gov/rfpdocs/25172005/Sterling%20Hwy%20Prelim%20Decision%20Do
cument.pdf  

or 

STERLING HIGHWAY SAFETY CORRIDOR STUDY PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING REPORT 

http://www.dot.alaska.gov/rfpdocs/25172005/Sterling%20Hwy%20Prelim%20Engineering%2
0Report.pdf 

 

 

Respectfully, 

 

Timothy A Reed 
treed@alaska.net 

 

• *  Federal uses direct line or as the crow flies 

http://www.dot.alaska.gov/rfpdocs/25172005/Sterling%20Hwy%20Prelim%20Decision%20Document.pdf
http://www.dot.alaska.gov/rfpdocs/25172005/Sterling%20Hwy%20Prelim%20Decision%20Document.pdf
http://www.dot.alaska.gov/rfpdocs/25172005/Sterling%20Hwy%20Prelim%20Engineering%20Report.pdf
http://www.dot.alaska.gov/rfpdocs/25172005/Sterling%20Hwy%20Prelim%20Engineering%20Report.pdf
mailto:treed@alaska.net


From: Tim
To: Wall, Bruce
Subject: Fat Top"s Retail Marijuana Store license application
Date: Friday, April 21, 2017 2:37:40 PM
Attachments: Fat Tops.docx

Bruce Wall

Kenai Peninsula Borough Planning

Mr. Wall,

Attached is my family's objection to Fat Tops Retail Marijuana Store license
application. I also plan to be at the Planning commission meeting on April
24, 2017 meeting to testify.

I would request that the 24 Apr 17 meeting of the planning commission
delay Fat Tops Retail Marijuana Store license application because the
Public Notices, April 24, 2017 Planning Commission Meeting does not have
the correct information for Retail Marijuana Store license application. The
Link under Retail Marijuana Store license application is for the Standard
Marijuana Cultivation Facility, not a store.

I'm suggesting the Planning Commission restart the Public Notice for Flat
Tops, LLC Retail Marijuana Store license application so the people who
want and need to see the correct application would have the amount of
time that is giving for any Public Notice.

Thanks,

Timothy A Reed
Phone: (907) 252-0432
Fax:  (907) 262-3295

 



From: Bruce and Luann Younker
To: Wall, Bruce
Subject: License for Fat Tops, LLC marijuana retail  store
Date: Wednesday, April 19, 2017 9:57:28 AM

April 15, 2017
 
 
 
Kenai Peninsula Borough Planning Commission
144 N Binkley Street
Soldotna, AK  99669
 
Re: Fat Tops, LLC
 
To Whom It May Concern
 
I am writing this letter to object to the licensing of Fat Tops, LLC to open a retail marijuana
store at 36380 Murray Lane, Soldotna, AK.
 
We live on this road and often must wait a considerable amount of time to make a turn on
to or off the Sterling Highway. The additional traffic turning onto the highway from Murray
Lane would become more of a danger because it is already a dangerous spot to turn on and
off.
 
As there is no sidewalk along Murray Lane, walking to the mail box directly across the street
from 36380 Murray Lane is dangerous enough without all the additional traffic this retail
store would generate.
 
We purchased our home in this area because it is a quiet neighborhood and feel this is an
inappropriate business for this residential community.
 
Thank you for your consideration of this request,
 
Bruce and Luann Younker

Sent from Outlook



From: Biloon, Joselyn (DOT)
To: Wall, Bruce
Subject: RE: Fat Tops LLC Retail Marijuana Store Application - KPB review
Date: Friday, March 31, 2017 4:38:23 PM

Due to Murray Lane’s proximity to the Sterling Highway and the potential traffic impacts in a safety
zone, we request and recommend access be to Penny Lane and the onto Murray, rather than
directly on to Murray Lane. The change of use for this development means a new driveway permit
will have to be applied for, on the part of the landowner. Since alternate access exists (Penny Lane)
our own regulations require access be denied to State of Alaska facilities.
 
Joselyn Biloon
 
Area Planner
DOT&PF
State of Alaska
907-269-0508
 

From: Wall, Bruce [mailto:bwall@kpb.us] 
Sent: Friday, March 31, 2017 4:00 PM
To: Biloon, Joselyn (DOT) <joselyn.biloon@alaska.gov>
Subject: Fat Tops LLC Retail Marijuana Store Application - KPB review
 
Please see attached hearing notice, staff report and associated documents for a marijuana facility
license. Let me know if you have any questions.
 
Bruce Wall, AICP
Planner
Kenai Peninsula Borough
907-714-2206
 



From: Simpson, Danika L (DOT) 
To: Wall, Bruce 
Cc: Biloon, Joselyn (DOT) 
Subject: RE: 36380 Murray Lane 
Date: Thursday, April 06, 2017 10:40:19 AM 

 
 
Bruce 
Looking at the parcel in question… 

 
We do not have any record of a driveway permit application for this location. State 
permits do not convey a right in real estate and can be terminated or modified as is 
in the best interest of the state.  It should be noted, however, that approaches 
upgraded under project are considered “permit-able.”  Should the owner apply for 
the 
paperwork it would probably be issued on the basis of its inclusion in a State project. 

 
As to the requirements, they are set out in the Alaska Highway Preconstruction 
Manual, 1190. Driveway Standards. Each element is important but the safety of 
the location and design are paramount. Other considerations might include the 
use of the access and plat restrictions. There appears to be adequate separation 
from the intersection. 
Design criteria minimums for an arterial road require 100 foot corner clearance. 

Without additional information, the Department has no concerns to note at this 

time. Thanks you for allowing us the opportunity to comment. 

Danika Simpson 
Peninsula Lead ROW 
Agent (907) 269-0687 ~ 
Direct (907) 269-0489 ~ 
Fax 

 
 

From: Wall, Bruce [mailto:bwall@kpb.us] 
Sent: Thursday, April 06, 2017 10:10 AM 
To: Simpson, Danika L (DOT) <danika.simpson@alaska.gov> 
Subject: 36380 Murray Lane 

 
 

Danika, 
Can you verify that that this location has a driveway permit that meets the State’s requirements for 
sufficient ingress and egress for traffic to a retail store ? Do you see any public safety issues 
concerning this proposed use ? 

 
Bruce Wall, AICP 
Planner 
Kenai Peninsula Borough 
907-714-2206 

mailto:bwall@kpb.us
mailto:danika.simpson@alaska.gov
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